
At a Glance

Cybanetix SIEM as a Service provides you with a dedicated

cloud facility in which you log all your events. All events are

parsed, processed and correlated against threats. Crucial

events are monitored through graphical dashboards and

alerts raised via email or SMS.

As part of the service, Cybanetix will assist with on-boarding

and configuring all your logging sources to ensure that the

SaaS service feeds the data into the dashboards and alerts.

Log all your data

Cloud intelligence
Use your data

Cybanetix SIEM as a Service provides organisations with an

overview of events taking place in their network, to quickly

identify threats and malicious user behaviours. The automated

SIEM includes pre-built dashboards, alerting, and event

search and investigation facilities. The service removes the

need to invest in manually trawling through millions of event

logs to find actionable intelligence.

Cybanetix SIEM as a Service offers a cost-efficient, hassle-

free SIEM that improves your organisation’s security posture

and aids PCI, ISO27001 and GDPR compliance.

Cybanetix SIEM as a Service allows

you make use of data that exists within

your organisation, but typically resides

on numerous individual devices in

discrete formats. It centralises logs and

converts them into security intelligence,

which allows an IT team to proactively

respond to security events and comply

with regulations.

- Cloud

Customers benefits from a true SaaS service, with minimal investment up-front and 

no infrastructure needed on-premise.  

- Correlate events with known threats

Cybanetix Threat Cloud enriches events with live threat data allowing real-time threat 

detection and alerting.

- Intuitive overview of threats and event

SIEMaaS provides IT users with a simple intuitive interface, which graphically depicts 

trends and events. This allows customers to improve their security posture and achieve 

compliance with PCI, ISO27001 and GDPR.

Cybanetix Threat Cloud (CTC) is a central

repository of indicators of compromise,

compiled from several global threat streams.

This updates SIEM as a Service with the

latest threat intelligence, and customer event

logs are correlated against this to identify

threats, including connections to ransomware

and malware servers.
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